Gino Zavanella
Chief Architect

He has always supported the need
for a radical renewal of the stadium in
Italy scene, opting, primarily, for the
privatization of the same.
This will give the Teams the stadium
ownerships, with the double benefits of
a capitalization of the companies and
with the guarantee of investments and
substantial interventions. Only with such
a decisive choice it can be obtained a
welcoming and multifunctional stadium
used throughout the week.
He was born in Turin and graduated in
Florence in 1969 with arch. Spadolini,
after following lessons with great
teachers and masters of architecture
as Ricci and Savioli: with them he also
collaborated after his studies.
Currently he lives in Rome, where also
lies the headquarters of his team:
GAUarena.
From the beginning of his career (
pushed by a great passion for sport
that led him to win various international
titles in the Offshore category including
the World Title) he starts to take an
interest in sports facilities.
Between the years ‘80 and ‘90, he
acquires important job orders as the

definitive draft of the stadium “Delle
Alpi” in Turin, the realization of “Sportilia,
City of Sport”, the Euganeo stadium in
Padova, the stadium of Salò (BS), the
Sports hall of Fossano and he wins
the international competition for the
stadium and the sports palace for
Mediterranean Games in Tunisi.

• Palermo Stadium
• Palermo Training Centre
• Viareggio Stadium

In the same years he collaborated with
world famous architects such as Aldo
Rossi and Ron Lbinsky.

• AS Roma Stadium
named after the President “Franco Sensi”

On the basis of these experiences,
between 2003 and 2006, he’s called to
design and direct the work for the new
Juventus FC training center in Vinovo
(TO).

• Stadium and commercial Centre
& Museum in Rijeka (Croatia)

In 2007 was decided the demolition of
the old “Delle Alpi” stadium (of which he
had designed the refunionalization) and
Zavanella becomes Project Manager
and Chief Architect of the Juventus new
stadium whose works, started in 2009,
ended in 2011.
In 2009 he was awarded the “FIABA” prize
as a designer of the first stadium in
Italy without architectural barriers.
From 2007 to date he receives multiple
job orders for the design of complexes
of international level including:

• Olympic complex in Mostagamen,
Algeria
• Hellas Verona FC Training Centre
• Restyling of Dall’Ara stadium, Bologna
• Extension of Bologna FC
Training Centre in Casteldebole (BO)

non solo stadio…
L“ a mia idea di stadio si rifà all’“‘agorà”,
un luogo di aggregazione e di cultura.
Una condivisione comune di un grande spazio
per riceverne piacere e benessere, che va oltre la partita...
La partita dura due ore, ma queste strutture
,
potrebbero vivere ogni giorno, per tutto l’’ anno!”
Arch. Gino Zavanella

What We Do
DESIGN

CONCEPT

Customer requirements
gathering
Territorial Framework
Rules Framework
Benchmark Research
Proposal for Best Practice
Process
Masterplanning
Idea

Feasibility Study
Preliminary Design
Definitive Planning
Financial and economical
plan
Executive Planning
Interior Design
Building renovation

We are ready to answer to the renovation of the international sport facilities scene through a
focused DESIGN and CONSULTANCY activities that make each project unique, economically
sustanable and business source.

SMART SPORT managing

MULTIFUNCTIONAL

sustainability ENTERTAINMENT
STRATEGIC ASSET

CONSULTING

Assistance during bureaucratic
procedures
Construction supervision services
Facilities Management
(Hospitality, Events,
Infrastructure, ecc…)
Commercial Network
development
Relationship with Stakeholders

OUR CLIENTS:
JUVENTUS FC

BOLOGNA FC 1909

US CITTÀ DI PALERMO

HELLAS VERONA FC

HNK RIJEKA

FC CROTONE

VIRTUS LANCIANO

SSC NAPOLI

AS ROMA

ATALANTA CALCIO

CAGLIARI CALCIO

CALCIO PADOVA

! NOT ONLY SPORT FACILITIES !

“a diversified corporation in constant growing and development”

GAUarena Team gained decades of experience also into the design of ENTERTAINMENT
and RETAIL CENTER (auditorium, cinema, multi-purpose centers, etc...) as well as HOTEL and
RESORT of the main international brands.

Juventus F.C.
Stadium

Juventus F.C.
Stadium

changing the football stadium

Cagliari

Stadium

sea, history, wind

Cagliari

Stadium

Bologna
BolognaF.C.
F.C.1909
1909

Stadium
Stadium

Bologna F.C. 1909

Stadium

new ospitality area

Bologna F.C. 1909

Stadium

new life for an historical building

Bologna F.C. 1909

Training Centre

Bologna F.C. 1909

Training Centre

A.S. Roma

Stadium

the armour of gladiators

S.S.C. Napoli

Stadium

the multifunctional stadium

a lighthouse for the neighborhood

U.S. Città di Palermo
Stadium

U.S. Città di Palermo

Training Centre

a high-level center

HNK Rijeka

Stadium

project design

Samawa Iraq

Stadium

design

TEAM - Key Figures
Arch. ANDREA MAIO

Arch. CAROLINA ZAVANELLA

BACKGROUND

BACKGROUND
• Event & Facilities Manager, Hellas Verona FC 2015-2018
• Casa Italia Staff, Olympic Games, London 2012
• Runner Director BNL Internationazionali Italia, FIT, Rome 2001
• 1° Level Master Stadium Manager Certificate, FIGC
• Registred Architect, 2017
• Bachleor Degree in Architecture UE, «La Sapienza», Rome-2015

HEAD OF PROJECT

• Supervisor at various master’s courses on sports facilities
• Certificate of attendance at the on the job safety course
for the construction industry
• Registred Architect, 2000
• Bachleor Degree in Architecture, «La Sapienza», Rome-2000
Andrea has almost 25 years of experience in the design of entertainment centre, hotels and resort. In the
last 10 years he has dedicated himself to the design of sports facilities. He’s currently responsible for the
coordination of project commissioner: he follows from the first skatch to the construction site. Among the most
important projects in which he participated there were Sheraton Hotels, Hilton Airport Hotel, Warner Village
Cinema and many sports buildings.
For GAUarena, Andrea is the supervisor and project coordinator.

PROJECT MANAGER & BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

Carolina has collected many experiences in the field of communication and logistics related to sports
facilities. She was responsible for the hospitality areas and match day and no-match day activities inside
Bentegodi Stadium (Verona) during the events organized by Hellas Verona FC. She knows very well the flows,
the spaces and the needs of a modern stadium.
For GAUarena, Carolina is the main interface with the client during th whole duration of the activities an she’s
the responsible of communication and relationship with stakeholders interested in the project.

Ing. SIMONE DE FEO

Arch. RICCARDO CEFARELLI

BACKGROUND

BACKGROUND

• Supervisor at various master’s courses on sports facilities

• Head of project in the won competition concerning
the design of a new urban space in Gubbio

HEAD OF PROJECT

• 2° level postgraduate Master and Specialization Course
in Sport Facilities Design-CONI Servizi, Rome, 2011
• Bachleor Degree in Building Engineering and Architecture,
University of Naples Federico II, 2009

DESIGNER

• Registred Architect 2017
• Bachleor Degree in Engineering construction-architecture,
University of Perugia, 20016

Simone has about 10 years of experience in Sport Facility Design. Many of the project’s design ideas are
born from his sketches.  He also specialized in the study of the structures and the financial sustainability of the
project. He follows the direction of construction sites and metric and photographic surveys.

Riccardo is a young architect specializing in the design of urban spaces. He has always been passionate
about the world of football. His thesis, concerning the design of new stadium of AC Perugia, was published
by EAI editor. He provides the basis for all 3D models of projects.

For GAUarena, Simone is the responsible of architectural design.

For GAUarena, Riccardo is the supervisor of the first project drawings.

Expert Consultants
RENDERING & VIDEO
LUIGI VETRANI
RAFFAELLO TOLFA

STRUCTURAL CONSULTANT

PROF. ING. MASSIMO MAJOVIECKI

LANDSCAPE & PLANNING
STUDIO SILVA
DOTT. MARCO SASSATELLI

LIGHTING DESIGNER

SPACECANNON SNE
ING. GIAMMARIA RAVETTI

MEP CONSULTANT
AI ENGINEERING
OP ENGINEERING

BUSINESS CONSULTANT

DOTT. FRANCESCO GIORGIO
LARRY SMITH

Via Emanuele Gianturco, 6
00196, Roma
T. 06 3233716
info@gauarena.com

www.gauarena.com

chiricozzi.com

gauarena

